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Cheryl Reinert,
Owner of Finley’s Boutique
(left) and Whitney Brown,
Owner of The Olive Wagon
(below)
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LAFAYETTE
VILLAGE
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OWNERS
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SWITCH-A-ROO

What happens when two small business owners in the same plaza pull a switcharoo, looking at the other’s venture with a fresh set of eyes, and trading places
behind the counters of their stores to learn the difference between stocking food
items versus clothing and apparel? We went to Lafayette Village in North Raleigh
to find out.
Cheryl Reinert is the owner of Finley’s Boutique (shopfinleys.com) which offers
classic and trendy styles for ladies over the age of 35. Whitney Brown, on the other
hand, is the owner of The Olive Wagon (theolivewagon.com), a specialty store
featuring fresh extra virgin olive oils from all around the world and 25 Star
balsamic vinegars from Modena, Italy. These two business models couldn’t be more
different – or could they?
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THE STOREFRONTS:
Gigi’s Boutique opened in 2008 with Cary and
Raleigh locations, striving to offer affordable
and trendy clothes for a woman’s everyday style
while keeping prices under $100. Their sister
boutique, Finley’s, opened in 2013 and appeal to a
wide audience through a classic fit.
At The Olive Wagon, oils and vinegars are the heart
of the business with selections as distinct and varied
as prized wine. Other products include delicious
handmade artisanal foods from a variety of farms
and small businesses. From delicious dried fruits,
jams, sauces, honey, toffee, and baked goods –
everything’s made with quality ingredients. They
also have a beautiful line of stoneware dishes, bakeware, and gifts.
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BOTTLE THE
EXPERIENCE.

taste your selection...savor the moment...

• Varietal olive oils from Spain, Italy, California & Greece
• Premium 25 Star balsamic vinegar from Modena, Italy
• Specialty, gourmet and gluten free food items.
• Stoneware, pottery, customized baskets and gift sets.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS:
“The Olive Wagon offers flavored olive oils and balsamic vinegars,” said Reinert. “The store has a warm
feeling with copper colored walls and steel containers that hold all the different products. They also
have a variety of unique foods from local or mom &
pop growers. I personally use the balsamic vinegars
for grilled veggies and salads.”
“Finley’s is a woman’s boutique featuring a classic
line of clothing,” said Brown. “The prices are
incredible and the quality is excellent with a nice
selection of separates that can transition from the
work place to dinner on the town.”

8480 Honeycutt Rd., Raleigh •Lafayette Village
919-845-7266 •Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 11-4

www.theolivewagon.com
Locally owned and operated

Step Into
Comfort
This Spring

Inventory choices and seasonality come into play for
both stores. Fashion is always about the next season,
and olive oils are always about the next harvest and
market availability. How each purchases inventory
and keeps track of it is a little different, but for the
most part the ladies saw more similarities than differences in their day to day operations.

WHAT THEY LEARNED:
“We both work in our stores so we can get to know
our customers,” said Reinert. “And we approach
customer service the same by creating a warm and
inviting atmosphere; we want customers to know
that we are knowledgeable so they feel comfortable
asking us for help.”

Stonehenge Market
7422 Creedmoor Road, Raleigh

518-1640 • mobleysshoes.com
Monday-Saturday 10-6pm • Sunday 1-5pm
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“We have the same kind of customer, meaning the
demographic profile is very similar – discerning
taste, appreciation for value, and the loyalty to
‘shop local,’” said Brown.
The common theme between the two is good
customer service, product knowledge and the
ability to ‘read’ the customer in order to facilitate
a sale. “The cornerstone of a well run business is
understanding your customer, the ability to be
fluid enough in your business practices to anticipate change in the market and continue to be relevant to the consumer,” said Brown. A genuine
enthusiasm for what each sells is what makes the
business of being in retail enjoyable for both
owners.

WHAT SURPRISED THEM:

FEATURING
THE SLIM-SATION
PANT BY MULTIPLES.

LADIES FASHION FOR
YOUR EVERYDAY STYLE
FASHIONS THAT APPEAL TO AGES 40 AND UP.
SIZING IS A MISSY FIT WITH STYLES THAT CAN
BE WORN FOR WORK OR CASUAL DAYS.

LAFAYETTE VILLAGE
8480 Honeycutt Rd., Raleigh | 919.846.0024
WAVERLY PLACE
302 Colonades Way, Cary | 919-851-5232
W W W. S H O P F I N L E Y S . C O M
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Knowing what’s involved in determining the cost
of a total product so that you can price it competitively in the marketplace,” said Reinert. She was
impressed by Brown’s ability to multitask: filling
an oil bottle and trying to keep it steady while giving a customer her attention and answering a
question. Enjoying cooking is a help as researching and developing recipes to go with products
also takes time.
Knowing what looks good on a woman’s body
type is totally different than knowing the different olive oils and vinegars,” said Brown. Struck
by Reinert’s ability to anticipate fashion trends by
making selective and specific choices so that
many pieces would work together, she added,
“Researching fashion styles and trying to determine what is going to be in fashion takes a different approach.”

BEST TAKEAWAY:
I enjoyed sharing ideas and concerns with
another small business owner,” said Reinert.
“Listening to what works for them may be something that will also help your business thrive and
grow in a positive direction.” And if it keeps their
customers happy, then both shop owners are all
for it!
TS

